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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 
 

Dear Shareholders 
 
I am pleased to present our Annual Report for the year ended 31st 
December 2019. 
 
2019 was a challenging year for PAFCO as we continued to face issues 
with the lack of albacore tuna throughout the year. Supply was 
inconsistent and this forced the factory to adjust its processing operations 
throughout to match incoming fish stock. To overcome this shortfall in 
albacore supply, the company started to process other species of Tuna to 

boost its canning operations and to satisfy the local market demands and explore new export 
opportunities. 
 
In spite of this initiative, the company’s financial status was adversely affected. The erratic 
production schedule caused issues with our workers union, and the matter has been referred to 
the Labour Tribunal. 
 
On the positive side, the installation of a new seamer machine to fix lids to cans faster enabled 
the company to increase its canning operations during the year.  
 
The seasonal dry weather condition and its impact on the supply of fresh water to the factory 
continue to be a challenge. When water supply is low, factory operations have to be curtailed 
in order to balance water supply for the factory and to other WAF customers in Levuka.  
 
Despite these challenges, the company was resilient and continued in its efforts to improve 
infrastructure, plant and equipment.  
 
During the year, the company recruited five Graduate Cadets in the Quality Control and 
Production Departments, and an Accountant. It also celebrated the success of PAFCO’s 
Apprenticeship program. Five apprentices successfully completed their 4-year programs and 
one was the runner up in the Apprentice of the Year Award given by the Fiji National 
University. The challenge of attracting qualified and experienced people in the technical areas 
of operations in the factory continues.  
 
Our strategic customer, Bumble Bee Seafoods Limited changed ownership to Fong Chin 
Formosa (FCF) of Taiwan, but continues still operate under the Bumble Bee Seafood Limited 
banner. We have been advised that Bumble Bee is excited with this new ownership as it already 
had a long-standing relationship with FCF.  
 
Looking ahead, PAFCO expects 2020 will be even more challenging. Global growth is 
expected to slow down, and investment is forecasted to be subdued.  This new disease, COVID-
19 if not controlled, is anticipated to drastically affect the global economy. If it takes hold in 
Levuka, PAFCO’s operations will have to be stopped. 
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT 
 
 
 

Dear Shareholders 
 
The year 2019 saw many of its own opportunities and challenges. The 
upgrade of the plant and machinery and the infrastructure continued 
with focus on the most critical areas.  
 
Two new pre-cookers made of stainless-steel material and fitted with 
upgraded control equipment were purchased from China. The task of 

removing the 2 old pre-cookers and carting the new equipment from the Kings Wharf in Suva 
to Levuka, and placing these in position was a very challenging process. The contractors used 
specialised equipment for safe handling and installation of the equipment. Technicians from 
the equipment supplier were engaged to assist in the installation, testing and commissioning of 
the new pre-cookers.  
 
The management team has continued to focus on the progress and development of the factory 
operations as well as diversifying operations. Canning capacity has been gradually upgraded 
with the objective of adding an additional product range with value added products, better 
marketing and distribution and supplying niche markets with customer specified products. A 
special product for a customer in the United States was developed and processed. Single 
Cooked Canned MSC Certified Skipjack in Extra Virgin Olive Oil and Sea Salt and a single 
cooked MSC Certified Skipjack with no additives was processed and exported to the customer. 
Vital Choice is a seafood distributor in the US. In addition, a new premium canned product, 
with chili added, was processed for a local customer under a private label.   
 
The Loining process was affected due to the low supply of Albacore Tuna. The processing had 
to be reduced from 80MT to 60MT per day during periods of low Albacore Tuna supply. 
Although we came close to having to stop Loining operations altogether several times, 
fortunately we did not have to take this action.   
 
Compliance to Food Safety Audits has been well maintained: February 2019- Passed SQF (Safe 
Quality Food Audit) with a score of 98%, August 2019-Passed FDA audit with a good 
rating.  This has enabled us to continue exporting to USA. December 2019- Passed 3rd party 
customer audit (Costco) with a good rating.  
 
Unlike prior years where PAFCO was able to process around 19,000MT, this year we only 
processed close to 16,000MT, as a result of inconsistencies in supply of Tuna to the factory. 
 
The company’s sales fell by 1%. There was a 2% decrease in total revenue. Overall 2019 
financial year recorded a loss for the company.  Expenses increased by 8%, adding to the loss 
for the year. 
 
During the year, a new seawall was constructed along the sea side boundary of the new cold 
storage facility.  The new seawall structure will ensure long term safety and stability of the new 
cold storage.  
 

We believe that improved raw material supply is the key to our success. If our traditional 
supplier is unable to provide the required quantity of fish, PAFCO will need to source fish from 
somewhere else. That is the reality of the situation, but will need to be done within the terms 
of the processing agreement between Bumble Bee and PAFCO.      
 
PAFCO remains the “backbone” of the Lomaiviti Province and will continue to be the major 
economic activity in the province, providing employment opportunities and supporting 
progress and development in the province.    
 
On behalf of the Board, I wish to thank all our stakeholders and PAFCO staff for their support. 
My personal thanks go to my fellow directors for their ideas to move the company forward. 
 
 
Vinaka Vakalevu  
 
 

 
 
Chairman  
 
 
Note: Late Mr. Jannif passed away on 4th August, 2021. 
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PAFCO is a strong manufacturing company with excellent opportunities for growth. Our 
strategy is clear and well understood and our customers appreciate the knowledge, expertise 
and commitment of our people. There has been a growth in the demand for canned Sunbell 
Products in the market.  
 
Tuna is one of the best natural proteins that is rich in nutrients and is a good and healthy product 
for alternative protein. Markets for Tuna evolve with the supply and demand functions and are 
also altered by the changes in the lifestyle of the consumers. There are new consumption trends 
emerging and consumer preferences mostly follows the trends.  It is anticipated that the demand 
for canned Tuna products will continue to grow.  
 
The company holds great pride in being the “Home of Sunbell” 
 
 

 
Bhan P Singh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PAFCO History 
Pacific Fishing Company Pte Ltd (PAFCO) has been in existence for over 55 years. PAFCO’s 
operations began in the mid-1950s as a joint venture between the Fiji Government and the 
Japan Ministry of Trade and Commerce. The Company was incorporated in 1963 as a private 
company and continued as such until the Government of Fiji acquired almost full ownership in 
1987 from the Japanese company C. Itoh. The Government of Fiji now holds 99.6% of issued 
capital with 0.4% held by private shareholders. 

The principal activities of the company are loin processing for export, and Tuna canning for 
local and overseas markets. The processing plant is based in Levuka, Ovalau with the executive 
headquarters located in Suva. PAFCO signed a 7-year Tuna loining processing agreement in 
2002 with Bumble Bee Foods, following the successful operation of the initial loin processing 
agreement with Bumble Bee Foods from 1998. The agreement has since been extended three 
times, with the current extension effective 2017 for a period of 10 years.  
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Shareholders List  
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PAFCO Operations 
The factory  processes whole round Tuna into cooked frozen Tuna loins and produces canned 

products. The cooked Tuna loins 
are vacuum-packed, frozen and 
palletised for shipment. The 
process involves initial receipt of 
raw fish into cold storage that 
operates at around -22 degrees 
Centigrade. The whole round 
fish are dispatched to the 
thawing area to be thawed 
evenly. This process takes 
between 8 to 10 hours depending 

on the size of the fish. The fish is then gutted and washed before being cooked using steam. 
The fish is cooled before being moved to the cleaning tables. 

At the cleaning table the fish is skinned, de-boned and carefully loined for further packaging 
and refrigeration prior to shipment. Loin processing is labour intensive and most often carried 
out in low labour-cost areas.  The waste stream (guts, skin, bones, heads, tails) from the entire 
processing operation  is sent to the fish meal plant where fish oil is first extracted before the 
remains are dried and converted to fish meal.  

PAFCO is a relatively large organization by Fijian standards. The production process is 
complicated and involves a lot of manual work. Accordingly, a number of key employees are 
required. Ovalau and the surrounding islands have a population of about 9,000 and the majority 
of the workforce comes from this area. 

PAFCO’s canned Tuna products are: 

 
 
 

- 7 - 
 

Corporate Statements 
These have been developed after extensive consultation with management and staff 
representatives 

Core Business 
PAFCO’s Core Business: 

PAFCO’s core business is loining of Tuna for Bumble Bee Foods. 
 
The secondary components of PAFCO’s operations are canning and fishmeal production.  
Fish oil extraction is done by a third party. 
 
PAFCO Core Business in 5 years: 

PAFCO’s core business will continue to be “loining of Tuna”. 

However, the client base will be broadened. The expanded/broadened operations will 
also include more value adding, increased canning, expansion of PAFCO’s product 
range, and possible canning for contracted customers. The fishmeal production and fish 
oil extraction will continue. 

PAFCO Vision 
 

A competitive producer and growing exporter of quality Tuna products 

Mission 
To achieve our vision, we will: 

 Become the most efficient producer of quality Tuna products, 
 Provide a safe and healthy workplace and comply with local and international 

regulatory standards, 
 Ensure that our activities are environmentally friendly and sustainable,  
 Remain the preferred equal opportunity employer in Ovalau and the Lomaiviti 

province. 

Slogan 
‘PAFCO, the home of Sunbell’ 

Values 
1. Accountability and Transparency 
2. Integrity and Fairness 
3. Customer Focused 
4. People Focused 

5. Safety and Security Conscious 
6. Doing the Right Thing 
7. Consideration of all stakeholder
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Corporate Social Responsibility 
PAFCO, being the premier industry on the island of Ovalau, recognises and accepts that our 
social, environmental and ethical conduct has an important impact on the community. The 
company is relied upon by the local populace to assist and contribute to socio economic 
development beyond its statutory role and obligations. PAFCO therefore takes a serious 
approach on its social responsibilities to the employees, the local communities and the 
environment, whilst maintaining clear focus on its strategic business objectives and statutory 
obligations. 

Capital Based Growth 
PAFCO has been investing in the development and maintenance of its infrastructure, plant and 
equipment. The continued investments have allowed PAFCO to increase capacity and improve 
efficiency.  Some of the capital developments include: 

- Plant upgrade – infrastructural upgrades 
- New Pre-cookers  
- Upgrade seawall in the vicinity of the new cold storage 
- Solar lights for the perimeter. 

Capacity Based Growth 
PAFCO intends to invest more funds into purchasing more Tuna to be used for the production 
of canned products for local sales.  

PAFCO will also explore opportunities to develop export markets for canned Tuna products. 

Financial Strategies  
PAFCO has secured the required funding for some of the capital works.   

PAFCO has effectively managed its relationship with the major customer - Bumble Bee Foods, 
its largest shareholder, the Fiji Government and this is reflected by the assistance received by 
PAFCO from both parties for PAFCO’s capital works funding.  
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Notes: 
 
NPAT – Net Profit After Tax (Profit after incorporating tax expenses or tax credit for the year) 
 
Compliance Audit - to determine the extent of PAFCO’s adherence to rules and regulation.  
Example: USFDA (United Stated Food and Drug Association), SQF (Safe Quality Food), COSTCO 
(OHS Audit), MOH (Ministry of Health), MSC (Chain of Custody Audit).  
 
Operational Audit – is an examination of how PAFCO conducts its business, with the objective of 
pointing out areas requiring continuous improvements.  
Example: Internal Audit 
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Board Meeting held on the 19th of December 2019. 
 

 

Annual General Meeting – December 2019 
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Strategic Planning Workshop 2020-2023 held at PAFCO Board room in Levuka 

 

 

Workshop training on Ammonia handling  
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New set of forklifts acquired 

 

New Pre-cooker being offloaded from MV St Mary 
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